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Abstract: After long years of development, the technology of analyzing the working condition of
power units based on vibration signals has had relatively stable applications, but the accuracy and
the degree of automation and intelligence for fault diagnosis are still inadequate due to the limitations of the current development of key technologies. With the development of big data and artificial intelligence technology, the involvement of new technologies will be an important boost to the
development of this field. To support the subsequent research, bibliometrics is used as a tool to sort
out the development of the technology in this field at the macro level; at the micro level, the classical and key literature is studied to grasp the development status at the technical level and prepare
for the selection of entry points to continue in-depth innovation afterwards.
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1. Introduction
With the development of modern mass production and the continuous progress of science and technology, machinery and equipment are developing in the direction of large-scale, precision, continuous, heavy-duty, systematization and automation, which makes the scale of the whole system bigger and bigger[1]. Once a part of the system fails, it
will cause a chain reaction, lead to the paralysis of the entire system, result in huge economic losses and even catastrophic consequences.
Power units, due to their working characteristics, produce vibration during operation, and different vibration
styles correspond to different working conditions[2]. Most of the faults are closely related to mechanical movement or
vibration, and vibration detection has the characteristics of direct, real-time and wide coverage of fault types, so vibration detection is at the core of various predictive maintenance technologies for power units. Through long-term
practice, engineers and technicians have been able to basically achieve early warning and operational fault diagnosis
by using vibration monitoring systems to analyze vibration signals, thus ensuring safe and smooth equipment and
machinery[3]. This makes this type of technology a significant application in the study of the working condition of
power units such as power generation equipment, marine power units, aviation engines, diesel engine sets, and power
generation wind turbines[4].
The use of bibliometrics as a tool for macro analysis of technological developments in the field helps to grasp
development trends as a whole and to obtain various types of high-value research reference information.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials
WEB OF SCIENCE is an internationally recognized database reflecting the standard of scientific research, among
which SCIE, SSCI and other citation index databases, JCR journal citation reports and ESI basic scientific indicators are
well-known in the global science and education community. More than 8,800 international, high-impact academic
journals are included. It includes 176 natural science, engineering and biotechnology fields such as chemistry and
chemical engineering, materials science, engineering, computer science, physics, environmental science and engi-
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neering, food science and technology, genetics and heredity, zoology, botany, and microbiology. The use of WEB OF
SCIENCE database enables the investigation and analysis of literature data internationally.
China Knowledge Network Database is a widely used database in China, which can provide a variety of databases
in foreign languages, industry, agriculture, medicine and health, economy and education. The comprehensive databases are the full-text database of Chinese journals, the full-text database of Chinese doctoral dissertations, the full-text
database of Chinese excellent master's dissertations, the full-text database of important Chinese newspapers and the
full-text database of important Chinese conference papers. Each database provides three kinds of search functions:
primary search, advanced search and specialized search. The database covers a wide range of topics, and by using this
database, we are able to achieve a display of relevant research progress in China.
2.2. Methods
Bibliometrics is a discipline that takes the literature system and bibliometric features as its research objects, adopts
mathematics, statistics and other measurement methods to study the distribution structure, quantitative relationships,
change laws and quantitative management of literature and intelligence, and then explores certain structures, characteristics and laws of science and technology. Its methods can be divided into statistical analysis of literature, mathematical model analysis, citation analysis, computer-aided method, etc., according to its research methods.
Statistical analysis methods of literature. Through the collection of source data, such as multidimensional scale
analysis, content analysis, cluster analysis, factor analysis, graph analysis, etc., are used to describe and reveal the
quantitative characteristics and change patterns of literature, so as to achieve certain research purposes of an analytical
research method. Through statistical analysis of the distribution of characteristic information of literature of certain
institutions, disciplines and journals within a certain period of time, it is possible to see the growth and change, circulation status, distribution characteristics and utilization degree of literature, and reveal the law of quantitative change
of literature information, so as to achieve the purpose of evaluation and development prediction of research objects.
The statistical content includes the distribution of literature by authors, institutions, citations, subject-related distribution, literature content unit distribution, etc.
Mathematical model method. A research method that uses mathematical theories and methods to describe the
quantitative relationships among various factors in the research object in the form of mathematical expressions and
symbols, so as to reveal their laws. Mathematical modeling method is mainly used in bibliometric theoretical research,
such as Bradford's law journal rank model, Zipf's law frequency model, Lotka's law inverse square model, mathematical model of literature growth and aging, etc. Mathematical model method plays a huge role in the development of
bibliometrics, which has led to fruitful results in bibliometrics.
Citation analysis method. An information measurement research method that uses mathematical and statistical
methods of comparison, induction, abstraction, and generalization to analyze the phenomenon of citing and being
cited in scientific journals, papers, authors, and other objects of analysis in order to reveal their quantitative characteristics and inner laws. This citation relationship between documents leaves traces of knowledge transfer between
documents, which is the theoretical basis for the establishment of the citation analysis method. Citation analysis research methods generally consist of citation analysis tools, citation analysis processes, citation analysis indicators, etc.
By applying citation analysis methods to analyze the age, type, number, language, and country of citations, we can
discover the hot spots and frontiers of disciplines, predict the development trend of disciplines, select core journals,
evaluate the academic status of research institutions or countries, and study the characteristics of users' information
needs.
Computer-assisted bibliometric analysis. This analysis method is for a specific discipline or topic, with the help of
relevant computer systems to conduct information statistics, analysis, simulation, and inference, and give the corresponding statistical analysis results. Computer-aided bibliometric analysis generally goes through three basic steps,
namely, data collection, data organization, and data analysis. The bibliometric analysis of a specific discipline or topic
by computer is more comprehensive and accurate in the data collected, faster in the data collation, and more credible in
the results of the analysis. In the bibliometric analysis of certain disciplines or topics, on the one hand, we apply statistical software such as SPSS, SAS, and EXCEL to calculate the collected data for multivariate correlation statistical
analysis, fit the original data to the curve model, and cite coupling statistical analysis in citation analysis methods; on
the other hand, with the help of Bibex-cel, CiteSpace, Ucinet, and On the other hand, with the help of powerful visual
data analysis platforms such as Bibex-cel, CiteSpace, Ucinet, NetDraw, etc., the datas are deeply mined by means of
knowledge mapping such as class group relationship diagrams, strategic coordinate diagrams, and co-occurrence
network diagrams to derive network structures such as citation networks, co-citation networks, and author cooperation networks in certain fields, so as to analyze research themes, hot issues and development trends in certain fields.
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3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Technology Development History
In the sixties and seventies of the twentieth century, the development of digital circuits, computer-aided testing
and digital signal analysis and processing technology has promoted the development of online detection and fault
diagnosis of machinery and equipment[5].
The United States is the earliest country to carry out research on machinery condition monitoring and fault diagnosis technology. The United States began to implement the Apollo program in 1961 after a series of equipment failures, in 1967, under the initiative of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), the U.S. Office of
Naval Research (ONR) hosted the establishment of the U.S. Machinery Fault Prevention Group ( MFPG ), actively engaged in fault diagnosis technology Research and development. In the late 1960s and early 1970s, the British Mechanical Health Monitoring Center (MHMC) headed by Dr. R.A. Collacott started the research and development of diagnostic technology and has the leading edge in the monitoring and diagnosis of friction and wear, automobiles and
internal combustion engines[6]. The book named "VIBRATION MONITORING AND DIAGXOSIS", plays an important milestone role for the research of this field.
China started to study the engine testing technology from the early 1960s. In the 1970s, after the automobile
non-disintegration testing technology was listed as the development and application project of the State Science and
Technology Commission, the research of domestic researchers led to the development of the comprehensive testing
table for automobile performance, the comprehensive engine testing instrument and other equipment, however, the
equipment in that era was not perfect and the quantity was limited. From the 1990s onwards, the relevant research has
the book "Vibration Monitoring and Fault Diagnosis of Rotating Machinery" by Zhang Zhengsong et al. which introduces the specific practice of this technology in a more comprehensive and basic way from a variety of application
scenarios and has a high academic status[7]. With the continuous development of science and technology, China's application needs in related fields have been increasing, especially in the field of military aero-engine technology and
maintenance, the book "Aviation Engine Prediction and Health Management", written by Xunkai Yu and others, explains the development of this field from the perspective of modern technology in a more comprehensive manner, and
clearly puts forward the important significance of fault prediction research and effective technical methods. The advancement of related technologies has directly promoted its development in the civil field. The book "Vibration Monitoring and Fault Diagnosis Technology for Wind Turbines" by Wenyi Liu, introduces the more mature diagnostic
analysis technologies in this field[8].
Before the fifties of the twentieth century, the main method used for the analysis of vibration signals was the analog analysis method. After the fifties, with the development of computer technology and digital signal processing,
large general-purpose digital computers began to be applied to the analysis of vibration signals[9]. After the sixties,
with the deepening of the field of human exploration, from aerospace, navigation, undersea exploration, military and
other fields have put forward the signal analysis After the sixties, with the deepening of human exploration, aerospace,
navigation, undersea exploration, military and other fields have raised requirements of higher resolution of the velocity meter. J.W. Cooley and J.W. Tukey of the United States in 1965 proposed a fast Fourier calculation method, which
greatly saves the calculation[10]. With the development of digital signal processing technology, it has been very widely
used.
It has been more than 30 years since vibration monitoring was proposed in China[11]. Due to the domestic economic and social construction needs, the total number of power unit assemblers is large and the application demand is
great, thus the domestic researchers have unique insights in the research of vibration monitoring fault diagnosis
methods and fault mechanisms[12]. Although the start is lagging behind, after more than 50 years of practice in field
fault diagnosis, we have accumulated rich knowledge and experience in unit vibration fault characteristics, and have
made long-term and in-depth research on the generation of these faults and the mechanism of generating vibration[13].
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Figure 3.1. Number of papers published on the WOS platform using the search term "Vibration detection" by country
From Fig. 3.1, we can see that the number of domestic scientific papers in this field has taken an absolute advantage in the results of scientific papers from 1950 to the present by using "Vibration Detection" as the search term and
searching the data in the platform "WEB OF SCIENCE". The number of domestic scientific papers in this field has taken
the absolute quantitative advantage; using "cited" as the criterion for evaluating the quality and influence of papers, we
analyzed 221 highly cited papers, and it can be seen from Figure 3.2 that the domestic scientific research results in this
field occupy a larger weight in this discipline, so the quality is also worth affirming. Based on the above, the achievements of China in this field are highlighted in terms of quantity and quality, so can it be considered that China has the
leading advantage in this field? The answer is not affirmative. From the classification of innovation, it is usually divided into three major categories, namely, basic innovation, applied innovation, and integrated innovation. Most of
our scientific research achievements in this field are applied innovation and integrated innovation; basic innovation is
rare, which is specifically shown by the emergence of various supporting technologies, including algorithms, originating from China[14,15,16].

Figure 3.2. The countries to which the high-impact papers belong
3.2. Analysis of the current state of research
3.2.1. Foreign research progress on this technology.
Using bibliometric techniques, the subject area of "engine vibration detection" is examined from a macroscopic
perspective. From Figure 3.3, it can be seen that internationally, such as the following institutions and organizations
"INDIAN INSTITUTE OFTECHNOLOGY SYSTEM IIT SYSTEM", "CENTRE NATIONAL DE LARECHERCHE SCIENTIFIQUE CNRS", "UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE", "NATIONAL AERONAUTICS SPACEADMINISTRATION NASA", "TARBIAT MODARES UNIVERSITY " have a strong presence in their field.
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Figure 3.3. Number of papers published in the field by institutions on the WOS platform
In foreign countries, a large number of scholars in the field of engineering and technology have conducted
in-depth research on the use of vibration signal analysis for power unit diagnosis. For example, BOHME.JF has an
active contribution in the field of signal analysis, and the "Application of cyclostationary and time-frequency signal
analysis to car engine diagnosis" published in the ICASSP'94 conference, proposed an application based on The application of sensor information feedback for effective control of engine operating conditions. Tarassenko.L has contributed to the integration of artificial intelligence and signal analysis by presenting "Novelty detection in jet engines"
in the 1999 IEE Symposium on Condition Monitoring of Machinery, External Structures and Health, proposing the
application of neural network algorithms to vibration monitoring. After a long period of efforts, the teams and institutions of foreign researchers represented by the above-mentioned people have become more influential in this field[17].
From the technical aspect, the purpose of power unit vibration signal analysis is to extract the operation information of key rotating parts of machinery (e.g., gears, bearings, etc.), and effective signal processing and feature extraction are the keys to complete unit condition monitoring and fault diagnosis. Therefore, more accurate and comprehensive extraction of vibration signal features has been the pursuit of research workers in this field. The methods
for vibration signal feature extraction mainly include fast Fourier transform, autoregressive sliding average model,
Cohen-like distribution, short-time Fourier transform (STFT), wavelet transform and adaptive time-frequency analysis,
etc[18,19]. These methods provide fundamental guarantees for the development of mechanical fault diagnosis. According to the discipline system to which they belong, they can be broadly divided into three categories: control model-based fault diagnosis, pattern recognition-based fault diagnosis and artificial intelligence-based fault diagnosis.
In this field, newer international ideas and results are shown below. Dubravko Miljković's paper "Cymatics for
Visual Representation of Aircraft Engine Noise", published in 2021, proposes the form of cymatic patterns as a form of
signal representation. The paper "Two-level Signal Processing of Vibroacoustical Signals for Condition Monitoring of
Complex Rotary System", published by Olha Pazdrii in 2018, demonstrates the fractal dimensionality in this field of
analysis The good applicability in this field. The paper "Wireless IoT Approach for Testing in situ Motor's Axis Vibration Monitoring" published by Mohamed Hayouni in 2021 demonstrates the successful exploration of IoT technology
for this field. The paper "Naturally-induced Early Aviation Bearing Fault Test and Early Bearing Fault Detection"
published by Fan Feilong et al. in 2021 shows the use of this technology for fault prediction[20]. The article "Application of Deep Learning Algorithm in Generator Fault Prediction" by Xia Yun in 2020 shows the effective application of
deep learning algorithms for signal studies. Demonstration of a Speckle Based Sensing with Pulse-Doppler Radar for
Vibration Detection", published by Nisan Ozana in 2018, successfully implements the study of vibration signals using
pulse-Doppler radar[21].
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Figure 3.4. Number of papers published in this field by country on the WOS platform in the last 5 years
From the perspective of solving practical problems, it is seen at the level of applied innovation. As can be seen
from Figure 3.4, in the last 5 years, there are mostly scientific research results in this field because of the rapid development of related industries in China and the high business demand. Thus, the study of the relevant domestic situation
is also for innovative practice will be very meaningful and important!

Figure 3.5. Number of papers published in this field by institution on the WOS platform in the last 5 years
As can be seen from Figure 3.5, in this field, domestic universities such as Beijing University of Aeronautics and
Astronautics, Xi'an Jiaotong University, Tianjin University, Chongqing University, Nanjing University of Aeronautics
and Astronautics, Northwestern Polytechnic University,etc. have obvious competitiveness in the international level.
And this series of institutions are domestic universities with advantageous specialties in power engineering such as gas
turbine, aero engine, automobile and marine power engine. It is noteworthy that among the top 10 institutions in this
statistical table, those belonging to India and Iran have continued their efforts in this area of research with significant
results.
3.2.2. Research progress of this technology in China.
Focusing on domestic research in this field, a bibliometric study was conducted using the China Knowledge
Network database, with "engine vibration", "engine vibration detection", and "vibration analysis" as search terms. The
study was carried out by using the search terms "engine vibration", "engine vibration testing" and "vibration analysis".
At the macro level, the main subject areas of the "vibration analysis" search are shown in Figure 3.6. The main application of this technology is in the field of engine research. From Figure 3.7, we can see that there are many research results and strong demand for research in this field.
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Figure 3.6. Distribution of topics retrieved for "vibration analysis"

Figure 3.7. Number of domestic articles on the topic of "vibration analysis" by year
From the perspective of engine vibration detection, the main application area of this technology is engine fault
diagnosis. With the search terms of "engine-vibration-detection", the papers with significant academic influence that
have been cited more than 20 times in this field are selected for investigation and research. According to the distribution of sources, Figure 3.8 shows that in China, Nanjing University of Aeronautics and Astronautics(NUAA), Zhejiang
University(ZJU), Tianjin University(TJU), Harbin Institute of Technology(HIT) are rich in research results of the field.
This also proves the influence of these universities.

Figure 3.8. Chart of the number of articles issued by domestic institutions
It is examined from the perspective of literature cross-citation network analysis. As can be seen from Figure 3.9,
among the literature that are cited with high frequency and are in the support of the discipline (large spheres in the
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figure) are: Jiang Deming, "Combustion and emission of internal combustion engine",2001; "Review of academic research in Chinese automotive engineering",2017; Wang Yaonan, "Research status and prospect of electronic control
system of automotive gasoline engine",2015; Chen Hong, "Research status and prospect of automotive control",2013;
"The empirical mode decomposition and the Hilbert spectrum for nonlinear and non-stationary time series analysis",1998; Yang Fusheng "Engineering analysis and application of wavelet transform",1999; Qu Liang-sheng "Mechanical Fault Diagnosis",1986; He Zhengjia, "Fault Principles and Applications of Non-smooth Signals in Mechanical
Equipment", 2001; Tao Chunhu, "Failure and Prevention of Rotating Components of Aero Engines",2000, etc[22,23,24].

Figure 3.9. Cross-citation network of related literature
From the perspective of the relevance of researchers' achievements, it can be seen from Figure 3.10 that although
domestic research teams are engaged in the same topic, they cooperate less with each other and have a high dispersion
of research resources in the same field. Combined with Figure 3.11, it can be seen that in this field, scholars such as
Chen Guo from Nanjing University of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Shu Gequn from Tianjin University, and Liao
Mingfu from Northwestern Polytechnic University have strong disciplinary influence. Through horizontal comparison, the research teams of Nanjing University of Aeronautics and Astronautics have maintained a strong development
momentum in this field, as shown in Figure 3.12.
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Figure 3.10. Author Collaboration Distribution Network

Figure 3.11. Number of author posts

Figure 3.12. Statistical Trend of Issuance by Institution
From the cross-sectional comparison, it is clear that domestic research is good at technology application. In fault
diagnosis, domestic research technicians have developed expert systems, signal processing techniques based on blind
source separation, fuzzy diagnosis techniques, bio-intelligent diagnosis techniques, fractal and chaos techniques, in
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addition to carrying out applications of intelligent information processing methods such as fuzzy classification techniques, neural network techniques, expert systems and support vector machines commonly used abroad. All these
techniques have produced good application benefits in concrete application practice.
From the book "Theoretical Techniques of Engine Structural Vibration and Fault Diagnosis" by Yuxiu Yang, it is
known that the methods based on wavelet analysis, matching tracking method, integrated methods based on Marxian
distance and BP neural network are more maturely applied for fault diagnosis of power units in China at present[25,26]. As the most deeply applied and actively researched aero-engine field in vibration analysis, the following
types of methods are most representative: fault diagnosis methods based on artificial neural network; fault diagnosis
methods based on support vector machine; fault diagnosis methods based on fuzzy set; new methods based on overlay
machine learning; fault feature extraction methods based on genetic planning; fault diagnosis methods based on immune mechanism; methods based on rough set theory; methods based on multivariate unified analysis theory; nonlinear feature extraction methods based on kernel theory; combinatorial classification methods[27,28,29].
In terms of analysis tools, with the development of technology, the analysis tools are becoming more advanced
and intelligent. From the complicated and functional single entity instruments to the virtual instruments developed
with tools such as simulink, LABVIEW, MATLAB, etc., the functions are also more advanced[30,31,32].
3.3. Technology development trend forecast
Although, the various methods mentioned above can solve the problems in the engineering field[33,34]. There are
still the following deficiencies that should be improved.
Feature extraction. The power unit is a system, and the information collected by the deployed sensors may be
cluttered or inconspicuous, and the feature signals obtained by the corresponding processing methods may be distorted, which may affect the real-time diagnosis of faults.
Fault sample acquisition. For power units, the data reflecting normal working condition are relatively easy to find,
but the acquisition of fault data is relatively difficult. This makes it difficult to implement the fault diagnosis method
that relies on a large number of sample data, which affects the development of fault diagnosis work. How to make full
use of the engine positive working state data and combine with simulation technology to carry out research on abnormality detection and fault diagnosis is also an urgent problem to be solved.
Fault diagnosis knowledge acquisition. Knowledge acquisition is the bottleneck problem of building fault diagnosis expert system, especially the automatic acquisition of knowledge has been a difficult point in the research of
expert system. Adopting machine self-learning is an effective way to realize the automation of knowledge acquisition
machine learning is to make it possible to continuously summarize the lessons of success and failure in actual work,
and automatically adjust and modify the knowledge in the knowledge base to enrich and improve the knowledge of
the system. How to use machine learning method to better solve the bottleneck problem of knowledge acquisition of
fault diagnosis expert system deserves further research.
5. Conclusions
In general, the research of fault diagnosis based on vibration signal analysis has made certain achievements. The
overall development of this technology is more stable and has a more mature application scheme. According to the
function division, it mainly includes the following three aspects: detection of fault information, research on signal
processing and fault feature extraction methods, state pattern identification and classification.
Fault information detection is the first step in the realization of fault diagnosis for power units and is a necessary
prerequisite for fault diagnosis research. Fault information detection is the technology to detect and quantify the signals of various status information of the power unit itself, while the sensor is the device to obtain various information
and convert them into electrical signals, which is the main means and key to obtain fault information. Since the types of
sensors reflect the status of different components to different degrees, we should try to select the type of sensors that
can reflect the status characteristics of mechanical equipment when testing. Detection and sensing technology for high
reliability and long-term stability, fixed implantable and interventional detection and sensing technology, telemetry for
fault information, fiber optic sensing technology for vibration measurement, and acoustic emission detection technology are the main elements to be studied for fault condition information detection technology. Sensor technology will
remain an important research content for condition monitoring and fault diagnosis of power units.
The research of state feature extraction method is the key to the condition monitoring and fault diagnosis technology of mechanical equipment. A good signal processing method can extract the feature information that can fully
express the state, which directly affects the calculation of the whole diagnostic process and the performance of the
whole diagnostic system. The vibration signal of power unit reflects the operation condition of the equipment and can
be used as a monitoring signal. However, since the directly detected vibration signal is usually a random non-smooth
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signal, which contains a large amount of information not related to the fault, it is not suitable to be directly used as the
fault characteristic quantity. Instead, modern signal analysis and signal processing methods need to be used to convert
the original detected signal into a feature quantity that can express the working state. The purpose of fault feature extraction research lies in using various signal processing methods as tools to find out the relationship between the
working condition and the feature quantity, and to separate the feature information reflecting the fault from the feature
information unrelated to the fault, so as to achieve an effective and reliable fault diagnosis. Signal analysis processing
can be used to extract features from the state signal to determine the feature quantity that can characterize the operating state of mechanical equipment. Among them, the commonly used methods based on signal processing feature
extraction are time-domain model analysis, time series analysis, inverse spectrum analysis, fast Fourier transform,
short-time Fourier transform, time-frequency analysis, Winger distribution analysis, wavelet analysis, Hilbert-Huang
transform analysis, higher-order spectral analysis, etc.
"Condition Pattern Recognition and Classification" is the core of condition monitoring technology, and the development of
modern artificial intelligence technology has promoted the development of equipment condition recognition technology. Fuzzy
classification technology, neural network technology, expert systems, support vector machines and other intelligent information
processing methods have been successfully introduced into the fault identification of equipment status. The progress of signal processing technology is related to the development of condition monitoring and fault diagnosis technology, and researchers should
keep up with the development of signal processing technology and introduce the advanced and effective signal processing methods
into the condition monitoring and fault diagnosis of power units. For the problem of signal feature extraction, with the development
of analysis technology, new algorithms and ideas are bound to appear, which will improve the accuracy of feature extraction to a
great extent. And for the problem of sample fault acquisition and analysis knowledge accumulation, the function of industrial Internet of Things should be fully utilized and brought into play. An online library is established for uniform types of power units,
and machine learning is injected at the stand-alone end on the basis of self-learning. The signals with labeled fault types are collected
by manual, and later uploaded to the online master library and sorted into different categories to form a database of fault signals of
specific types of machines for comparison. That is, a single machine in the field is responsible for acquisition and communication,
while the backend is complicated with analysis functions such as solving, storing and comparing. As a further work of fault diagnosis, the research of fault prediction work should be continued to be strengthened to make the working status of the unit predictable with the addition of big data technology to effectively improve the reliability of work. The final realization of online fault diagnosis system is the centralized embodiment of equipment condition monitoring and fault diagnosis technology, and the development of practical online fault diagnosis system is an inevitable requirement for the application of equipment condition monitoring and fault diagnosis technology in production practice.
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